Dense codes at high speeds: varying stimulus properties to improve visual speller performance.
This paper investigates the effect of varying different stimulus properties on performance of the visual speller. Each of the different stimulus properties has been tested in previous literature and has a known effect on visual speller performance. This paper investigates whether a combination of these types of stimuli can lead to a greater improvement. It describes an experiment aimed at answering the following questions. (i) Does visual speller performance suffer from high stimulus rates? (ii) Does an increase in stimulus rate lead to a lower training time for an online visual speller? (iii) What aspect of the difference in the event related potential to a flash or a flip stimulus causes the increase in accuracy. (iv) Can an error-correcting (dense) stimulus code overcome the reduction in performance associated with decreasing target-to-target intervals? We found that higher stimulus rates can improve the visual speller performance and can lead to less time required to train the system. We also found that a proper stimulus code can overcome the stronger response to rows and columns, but cannot greatly improve speller performance.